FIRST OVER EVEREST
the wings. Hard by, were three lorries loaded with police and
machine-guns, guarding a party of murderers and sheep-
stealers rounded up a hundred miles away; a private car, a
cavalcade of camels, and the three Moths picketed outside,
completed this representative collection of transport, old and
new.
With the formidable exception of sandstorms, flyers over
North Africa and the Near East are having matters more and
more their own way. They have no spectre of thirst to torment
them, nor, like the Bedouin, need they have a terror of alcohol
that under those naked skies so easily leads along the path to
destruction and madness. They need feel no longer that sense
of alienation and hostility which men of die sea experience when
first they encounter the long, flat yellow spaces of the earth,
at once sinister and sensuous. It is as diough they were offered
tickets that it has taken four thousand years to produce, entitling
them to receive, alike, the freedom of past and present.
All along this region wind the immemorial caravan routes
of Bible times. Abraham, the patriarch farmer, carne this way
travelling with his numberless flocks journeying out of Mesopo-
tamia; Lot pitched his tent towards Sodom and Gomorrah,
now covered by the salt waters of the Dead Sea; Zenobia,
Queen of Palmyra, took the yellow road, and Sheba herself
bound on an embassy to Solomon the great king. Strings of
camels, often led by a diminutive donkey with a jingling bell,
appear over the sand-hills and vanish like a dream. Panting
motor-cars overtake each other on the plain, and occasionally
other aeroplanes passing by, present a striking contrast to the
old order of transport. Heaven and Hell meet in the desert
and the tourist sometimes finds himself on the road to nowhere.
Syria is a land better watered than Palestine, and rich in
relics of a past, much of whose history has been the Bible. At
the foot of the Tiger ridge of Lebanon lies Damascus, the oldest
living city in the world.
In the imagination of the East the ancient capital of the
Omayyad CaHphs has lingered as a legend of loveliness. Just
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